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Britain says no -

Cucked reactions to the Brexit vote

2

Francis Carr Begbie, June 24, 2016

“Bliss was it to be alive.,.” the words of poet William
Wordsworth seem appropriate on a morning when Britain woke
up to find the world had turned upside down — and our ruling
elite had been given a decisive bloody nose. The British people’s
narrow but definite rejection of the European Union is the
biggest upset since Churchill was rejected by the voters in 1945.
The country seems in shock this morning. Red-eyed female
presenters on the BBC look as if they have suffered a close
family bereavement and the commentators are scrambling
around trying to make sense of it all but there is no doubt who
they are blaming: David Cameron, the “heir to Blair” himself
and a man who had sworn to make Britain safe for the financial
and bureaucratic elites.
In a system in which the defining characteristic of politicians
must always be the ability to successfully sell lies to the voters,
Cameron finally failed to deliver. He had come to power on a
promise to reduce annual net immigration to under 100,000 and
instead it had soared to an official 310,000 (unofficially it much
higher than 500,000). While ordinary people were aghast,
Cameron had merely shrugged his shoulders and said his hands
were tied by Europe. For generations, British politicians had got
away with this. Then he allowed himself to be talked into a
referendum. You can see the rationale. The voters had fallen for
it repeatedly and there seemed no reason to think they would
not do so again.
And this was where he made his fatal mistake. For the
referendum gave people the one thing that the party system is
specifically designed to prevent — a clear-cut choice. Why did it
happen? The answer of course is hubris; a political elite drunk
on entitlement who believed their own propaganda.
Standing outside the front door of 10 Downing Street, Cameron
choked back the tears and listed his main “achievements”:
record levels of mass immigration into the new Britain, making

it into a “multi-racial, multi-faith democracy,” and making gay
marriage legal. It looked like a resignation but, dissembler to
the end, he said he would hang on until October to secure a
smooth transition. Eventually though, in the manner of all
Western politicians, he must be binned like a surgeon’s gloves —
and replaced with someone similar.
One huge benefit from the referendum is that the fault lines in
British society are now in clear view and undeniable. It was
Benjamin Disraeli in his 1845 novel Sybil who first coined the
phrase “two nations” to describe how wealthy capitalists had
been enriched by the industrial revolution while the working
class of northern England had been plunged into poverty.
It is the same now. It is the White working class who have
borne the brunt of mass immigration. There are clear divides
between young and old, rich and poor, professional and manual,
north and south. The bureaucrats and the proles.
Most of all it was a victory for the White working class of
England over, not just Cameron, but their Labour Party
overseers and a media establishment that has never bothered to
hide its contempt. While Scotland, London and the main cities
voted to remain, it was the ordinary Whites in the shires and
Labour heartlands of England who turned out in massive
numbers for this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to say no. The
final figure may look narrow but among the White working class
in some areas it seems to have been a landslide, and, if so, it
means that the apparent spell that the Labour Party had on the
poorest areas is broken.
One of the most delicious moments in the campaign was when
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn admitted there was no upward
limit for mass migration into Britain.
This one gaffe must surely signal the end of Labour suzerainty in
their northern heartland. At the last general election Labour in
Scotland was wiped out by the Scottish nationalists — surely a
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resurgent UKIP will destroy the Labour Party in northern
England.
The referendum also revealed one of the most carefully
concealed truths of the White dispossession — that it is, at
heart, a vicious class war between the haves and the have-nots.
What used to be the traditional working class have watched in
disbelief as their country has been taken away from them and
their
neighbourhoods transformed
without
ever being
consulted. They have seen how their objections have been
ignored by a party system designed to ensure their views are
sidelined but which has always smeared them as being morally
deficient.
For this is the dark secret at the heart of equality and
multiculturalism. At root, it is a hate movement based on status
and directed at Whites further down the ladder. The lower order
Whites have been patronised, ignored and betrayed by a colour
blind bureaucratic elite which no longer bothers to conceal the
contempt with which it regards the less fortunate amongst its
own ethnic group. Multiculturalism is just a weapon to use
against your own poor. “Caring” was only ever about signalling
virtue — and looking down on White people with less education
and less money.
Few will forget the image of that obscene poverty pimp Bob
Geldof on a yacht packed with millionaires in the
Thames, making obscene gestures to fishermen complaining
about the loss of their industry.
Then as if wallowing in the gutter was not enough, the Remain
camp decided to drag their campaign into the sewer. The
apotheosis of this must surely have been the ululations over
the sainted Jo Cox. The state-sponsored outpouring of grief was
North Korean in its carefully orchestrated intensity and surely
exceeds even those two landmark events in the history of mass
hysteria, the death of Diana, Princess of Wales in 1997 and Bob
Geldof’s Live Aid for famine relief in 1985.
Day after day it went on with the broadcast cameras always in
attendance. There was the staged recall to parliament, then the
memorial chapel service, long eulogies at Wembley Stadium
during a debate and finally, on the eve of the referendum, a
mass rally in Trafalgar Square while international eventswere
held in many world capitals including New York, and Washington
DC. Even Bono was drafted in.
But take a close look at that Trafalgar Square rally. There is
barely a brown skin or a black to be seen. It is a sea of
white and therein lies another truth. Our multicultural elites are
fuelled by a burning hate — of their own White inferiors.
One side benefit is the enormous damage this referendum has
done to the reputation of the BBC. From the beginning it barely
bothered to disguise its partiality, but some of its behaviour has
covered itself in shame.
A large part of its power rests in the stories it chooses not to
cover. Two days ago it chose not to notice British drivers
caught up in a battle between police and migrants in Calais
despite the availability of gripping public footage. Instead it
chose to run other stories, such as that footballer David
Beckham and his wife have chosen to throw their weight behind
the Remain campaign.
It was happy to publicise “death” threats to one Remain
former cabinet minister but not to mention exactly the same
thing happening to Nigel Farage.
Most egregiously of all it omitted one of the bombshell stories
that emerged during the campaign – that David Cameron had
known of imminent negotiations to admit Turkey into the EU.
One would have thought that a plan to remove borders between
Britain and a country of 80 million Muslims would have been of
interest to the British public. Especially as that refugee
sanctuary and ISIS haven has no NHS or welfare benefits to

speak of and that the average wage is a fraction of that in
Britain. Apparently not.
The looming Tory leadership battle will be between a group of
fully signed up Friends of Israel: Boris Johnson, Michael Gove,
George Osborne, Theresa May. Surely the smart money is on
that “one man melting pot” Boris Johnson, although Parliament’s
most fervent neocon Michael Gove will give him a good run for
his money.
One Remain supporter tweeted her dismay: “I don’t want a
future in which politics is primarily a battle between
cosmopolitan finance capitalism and white ethno nationalist
backlash.” She should have thought of that a long time ago.
The fun is just starting. One of the main benefits is the huge
boost to the confidence to nativists everywhere. The Donald
Trump express will surely receive a huge boost from this
demonstration of people power. In the Netherlands Geert
Wilders is already demanding his own referendum. In Scotland
the SNP said it would begin an immediate campaign for
independence. If this happens it would finally uncork the dragon
of English nationalism which has been safely bottled up until
now.
Another benefit might be an end to the seemingly inescapable
conversational topic of property price rises, as the comfortably
off coast to even greater wealth. The property boom seems, for
the time being, over.
We need to be hard-headed about the reasons behind this
victory. A huge part of the political, financial and media class
went over to the Brexit side. The Sun, a Murdoch
newspaper, supported Brexit, as did the Mail. Their motives
included avoiding new taxes and a tighter financial regulatory
scheme threatened by Brussels.
But at the same time the forces mounted against the British
people were massive. They ranged from the President of the
United States, the IMF, the boardrooms of Goldman Sachs and
every other bank. The entire bureaucratic sector of society.
As Tim Stanley said in the Telegraph:
There were two referendums on Thursday. The first was on
membership of the EU. The second was on the British
establishment. Leave won both, and the world will never be the
same again….
It’s impossible to overstate how remarkable this victory is.
Twenty years ago, Euroscepticism was a backbench Tory
rebellion and a political cult. It was a dispute located firmly on
the Right with little appeal to Labour voters. It took Ukip to drag
it into the centre of political life – given momentum by the issue
of immigration – and slowly it has emerged as a lightning rod
for anti-establishment activism. …
But this time the establishment consensus coincided with a
historic loss of faith in the experts. These were the people who
failed to predict the Credit Crunch, who missed the greatest
economic disaster to hit us since the Great Depression. And we
were supposed to believe them? Slowly the consensus came to
resemble not just a conspiracy but, worse, a confederacy of
dunces. …
No. People wanted to have their say and they did. Up and down
the country they defied the experts and went with their
conscience. Labour voters most of all: the northeast rebelled
against a century of Labour leadership. I am astonished.
Staggered. Humbled. I should never have lost faith in my
countrymen. Those bold, brave, beautiful British voters. (“This
was the day the British people defied their jailers“)
If, like me, you have occasionally, sunk into despair over the
inability of your countrymen to wake to the implications of mass
immigration, then it is time to charge your glasses and drink a
toast — to the British people.
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In the end it might be a phrase of George Orwell’s from 1984
that is the most appropriate. “If there is hope, it lies with the
proles.”
COMMENT
Fredrick Töben - June 24, 2016 - 9:52 pm | Permalink
What a signal – viam monstrare – and how fitting it came from
the cradle of modern democracy!
Remember though, British empiricism on its own can be quite
bland and thus needs French rationalism to give it structure, and
then it also requires a dose of German idealism for its
overarching glory. These three elements give European culture
its timeless values, which the Enlightenment separated and WWI
and WWII totally smashed apart.
I wonder whether it is now in order to hope for a re-birth of the
Occidental rather than a forced synthesis with the Oriental?
If the former emerges from the shadows of predatory
capitalism’s stranglehold, then it will again be possible to
celebrate nationalism’s diversity instead of multiculturalism’s
self-destructive impulses wherein, according to Barbara Spectre
Lerner, the Jews will have a leading role to play.
We live in interesting times – and I say this deliberately knowing
that I have perhaps a decade or more in which to give some
people much-deserved grief before I permanently close my eyes
to the setting sun.
Rerevisionist - June 25, 2016 - 3:51 pm | Permalink

With all respect, “British empiricism … French rationalism …
and… German idealism” is another Jew-manufactured phrase. All
three countries have been victims of Jews since at least 1700. If
anything, the three parts are little more than pub quiz factoids.
“British empiricism” did not dictate wars and empire, largely for
Jews. The French have proven absurdly deficient in rationalism;
probably this just means Jews were able to profit from Roman
Catholicism in France. And German unification and other events
were not born of ideas, Hegel, or what have you.
I’m glad you’re alive and kicking and active in Australia btw.
They need you.
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/06/britain-says-no/

***
Nigel Farage, Who Spurred ‘Brexit,’ Resigns as Head of
U.K. Independence Party
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/05/world/europe/ni
gel-farage-ukip-brexit.html?_r=0

***
C.f. Austrian presidential election result overturned

***
c.f. EU president J-C Juncker speaks with aliens leaders
of other planets?

Exposed child abuser, former MP,
Clement Freud linked to Madeleine McCann family
By Martin Evans and Gordon Rayne - June 15, 2016 - 9:46PM
Sir Clement Freud, former broadcaster and British politician, has
His widow, Lady Freud, has apologised to his victims, saying she
been exposed as a paedophile who sexually abused girls as
is "shocked, deeply saddened and profoundly sorry" for what her
young as 10 for decades.
husband of 58 years did to them.
Sir Clement Freud, the former broadcaster and British politician,
Detectives investigating the disappearance of Madeleine McCann
has been exposed as a paedophile who sexually abused girls as
have been alerted to the fact that Freud had a villa in Praia da
young as 10 for decades. Freud, who died in 2009, spent years
Luz, Portugal, the resort where the three-year-old went missing
abusing a girl whom he brought up as a daughter, and violently
in 2007. He befriended the McCanns in the weeks after their
raped a teenager while he was an MP.
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daughter disappeared, entertaining them at his house on two
occasions and keeping in contact by phone and email.

The abuse continued until she managed to move away when she
was 19.

Austrian psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud, in 1938. His
grandson Clement has been exposed as a child sex
offender. Photo: AP
Another woman told ITV that Freud started abusing her in the
1970s, when she was 11, and eventually raped her when she
was 18, by which time he was a Liberal MP sharing an office
with Cyril Smith, who was also unmasked as a paedophile after
his death.
Both women's accounts have been passed on to the
Metropolitan Police.
Lady Freud said: "This is a very sad day for me. I was married
to Clement for 58 years and loved him dearly. I am shocked,
deeply saddened and profoundly sorry for what has happened to
these women. I sincerely hope they will now have some peace."
Freud, who was knighted in 1987, was best known as a popular
panellist on the Radio 4 show Just a Minute from 1967 until his
death in 2009.
The grandson of the psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud and the
The McCanns are said to be "horrified" by the discovery that
brother of the painter Lucian Freud, he worked his way into the
Freud was a paedophile. His family, who include the PR
heart of British society, the then prime minister Gordon Brown
executive Matthew Freud, have said that Freud was not in
attending his funeral.
Portugal at the time of Madeleine's disappearance and that they
A spokesman for the McCann family said they had not until now
have not been contacted by police.
been aware of Freud's child abuse and were not aware that he
However, officers from Operation Grange, the ongoing
had ever been investigated by Operation Grange.
Metropolitan Police investigation into Madeleine's disappearance,
The Metropolitan Police did not respond to questions about
are expected to assess the new information before deciding if it
Operation Grange, but former murder squad detective Colin
may be relevant to the inquiry.
Sutton said: "If this is something that investigators had not
Freud was unmasked as a child sex abuser after one of his
been aware of then it would be certainly a potential line of
victims contacted ITV's Exposure documentary team, who also
inquiry that would be worth pursuing.
broke the story of Jimmy Savile's paedophilia four years ago.
"It is not something that ought to be taken lightly and you
Sylvia Woosley said Freud befriended her family in 1948, when
would also want to look any connections he may have had in the
he was working at a hotel in the South of France, and started
area at the time."
abusing her when she was 10. Four years later, following a
Telegraph, London
family crisis, her mother asked Freud and his wife Jill if they
http://www.smh.com.au/world/exposed-child-abuser-formerwould look after Mrs Woosley, and she found herself living under
mp-clement-freud-linked-to-madeleine-mccannfamily20160615the same roof as her abuser, being brought up as a daughter.
gpjvda.html
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Clement Freud had a villa in the resort where three-yearold Madeleine McCann went missing in 2007. Photo: AP

From the Archive - 1999

THE FOURTH OF JULY –
and THE SHRINE TO GERMAN-BASHING
By Diane King - dianekayking@hotmail.com
The Fourth of July a time - a time in the United States
With pride, every child is taught of America's
to set off numerous firecrackers and fireworks in
beginnings, the fight for freedom from an oppressive
celebration of our Independence (at least in 1776)? A
regime and how it won and the struggle to maintain
time to sing the songs: America the Beautiful, God Bless
liberty and unity since against enemies within and
America, Grand Old Flag, Yankee Doodle, Dixie, etc.?
abroad. They are taught to respect the flag, how to
What would our national celebrations, our lives be
pledge allegiance, and there is a protocol for caring for
without these added delights? Our Declaration of
the flag.
Independence was a clear declaration of war: Our nation
On certain holidays, military parades are visited,
was birthed in violence and struggled valiantly to survive.
admired, and the soldiers applauded as they march down
We did more than survive. The history of our nation is
various streets across the country. You see the love of
one of growth and prosperity producing the wealthiest
country, the pride and appreciation for those who gave
and most powerful and most blessed nation on earth the ultimate sacrifice for their country. It is a sentimental
"the land of the free, home of the brave" (at least that is
time which builds strength in the national soul. This is
our heritage).
reinforced by the memorials - the Vietnam Memorial,
though long overdue is of great comfort to the bereaved
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(were you in Vietnam?) I have a second cousin whose
name is on that wall. And eventually there will be a DDay Memorial (though I am somewhat ambivalent about
this prospect).
And the U.S. isn't the only nation which enjoys
the reaffirmation of their National Spirit by celebrating
their nation's holidays, remembering events of the past
with festivities,
parades,
signs,
banners,
flags,
music, memorials, and portraits. Others such as Canada
whose citizenry just celebrated Dominion Day this
weekend, enjoyed their holiday. But there is one nation
which is prohibited from enjoying what every other
nation enjoys. In fact, it is against the law for them to do
so should they choose to celebrate it in the same fashion
that we all enjoy and take for granted.
GERMANY has no such national holidays marking
historic events. There is no Chancellor's Day to
remember the birthdays of former Chancellors. Or a day
for remembering the Kaiser or any other of the royalty.
There are no parades, no flags or banners. Men in
military uniforms do not march before an adoring and
appreciative citizenry which line the streets. There is no
Veteran's Day or Memorial Day or memorials to
remember those who fought on behalf of the Fatherland.
There is no Veteran's Wall to touch the names of those
who have fallen, no D-Day Memorial of those
defending the shores of the Fatherland. And except for
the National Anthem there are no songs reminiscent - no
reminder of the years Germany ruled Europe. Well, that's
understandable you say, they don't deserve it (?) When
Germans did such things, they nearly conquered Europe.
And that's supposed to be a bad thing. But if that's
the criteria for denying a people their national identity,
then the Russians should not be allowed to express their
communist sentiments or memories on May l with the
huge banners of Lenin and Stalin and the Communist
Flag (and that awful anthem that I can't get out of my
head) as they march in mass down various Russian
streets in remembrance and celebration of the most
vicious and barbaric system known to the history of man
(so far). Nor should Red China be allowed to
celebrate their tyranny and oppressive regime nor even
those who might be considered renegade nations ... or
used to be.
Why the inequity? Why the oppression against one
peoples and preference for another? (The victors write
the history books.
They also determine international agendas). You have
probably observed how the enemies of free speech
and thought attempt to associate - at every opportunity
- the free thinkers and usually "right" with the dreaded
"Nazis". That's supposed to be insulting and degrading,
to demonize the motives and actions of conservative
people who oppose those enemies in and out of political
office. WELL, I OPPOSE THEM! They are vicious,
malicious, and dangerous. And had the framers of the
constitution been forced to live under them, you'd have
heard a strong call to abolish the government that is run
by them - to scrap it and start over, as is provided by the
Constitution.
One of the tactics of the enemies of free speech
and expression is to cover, obscure, attempt to destroy,
color and otherwise misrepresent the truth. And one of
these ways, first of all, though ranging from subtle to
blatant attacks, is the attack on Germans with a clear
anti-German bias in the media, the entertainment
industry, and the literary world. For you see, because of

German history, any Nazi-bashing is also Germanbashing, so I reject both. I've boycotted the History
Channel as the yellow journalism it is because of
its ardent anti-Nazi (and consequently anti-German)
position. Nearly every reference to Germans in the Media
is with disrespect or hostility. It would be one thing if
this posturing were accurate, but they are sorely lacking
in the simple truths discovered since WWII. The
Germans are still suffering from it as are we. No one
wins in National character assassinations, especially on
this scale.
So, what is at the foundation of this national
mudslinging? This hostility? What is the one thing of
which the Nazis are accused and eternally found guilty?
What is the one word that describes it all: THE
HOLOCAUST: The alleged state-ordered, planned and
executed extermination of European Jewry to the tune of
6 million - the most barbaric act in all humanity - that is
the indictment. And maybe it would have been ... IF IT
WERE TRUE!
THE SHRINE TO GERMAN-BASHING illustrates this very
point with the Jewish Holocaust as the foundation
composed of 8 "bricks" (not in any order of significance)
This information was gleaned from the Zundelsite, the
Institute for Historical Review, CODOH, the work of
Germar Rudolf and many others who have availed much
crucial information and truth in many forms to include
the incredible work: DID SIX MILLION REALLY DIE? by
Richard Harwood. These eight components of the
foundation of the shrine are:
l. The number of 6 Million.
2. Mass murders/cremation
3. Death Camps-Auschwitz
4. The Hitler Order
5. Warsaw Ghetto
6. Wannsee Conference
7. Diary of Anne Frank
8. Einsatzgruppen
To study the "shrine" you have to study each of the
integral parts - dare to go where few have thought to
go? Ask the questions, read the evidence. You too may
never be the same. For me, it was the next step, the
final conclusion to my search and research and studies.
Some questions remain unanswered, of course. If not
"beyond all shadow of a doubt" then "beyond a
reasonable doubt" until we learn more and what is
available out there. The consequences of finding
these discoveries ... You will never be the same! But you
will know, without apology, why you bristle at antiGerman comments, and why you would and should love
Germany, the people, and their history even more. And
then you will KNOW without a shadow of a doubt what
you had suspected all along about Germany and its
history: A heritage of which to be proud.
Remember that not all nations have the privilege of
enjoying their national heritage. That there is one nation
for which it is illegal to do so and in fact suffer a national
character crisis: GERMANY!
The future of any nation is in the nurturing and training
of its children. German children are unclear and
confused about their history and their identity as
Germans. Of course they are confused. They are born
into a world universally hostile towards their Germanness
and their heritage.
In the LIFE WORLD LIBRARY book on GERMANY (1965),
one statement was made: "Nazis personify the known
power of evil ...." This is the prevailing international
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opinion. In another place, the author attempts to identify
the cause of emotional unrest in Germany, especially
among the young. He says:
"The undercurrent of uneasiness in Germany ... (in the
mid 1960's and still in the 1990's) can be traced largely
to the fact that while a great many Germans would like
to forget the past, most are unable to do so. To them,
the past means the uncertainty, the fear, the shame of
the Nazi era. And that uncertainty, fear, and shame still
intrude relentlessly into their comfortable presence ....
difficulty of escaping the past."
In another place, they say concerning Eichmann's
capture that no one spoke on his behalf in Western
Germany (no doubt since sympathies with the "Nazis"
was punished harshly -- it is understandable in wardestroyed Germany). But the author states that the trial
and execution of Eichmann was helpful for the Germans:
"Indeed, (they) accelerated a national soul-searching and
did much to bring home to the Germans the full horror of
what the Nazi's had done." (Really, that's what they want
us to believe because that's what they've told us despite
the contrary.)
They state that it is difficult for the German to
evaluate this time period and all that was involved
because it is still being thrown up in his face even though
this matter should be settled.
"Even the great majority of Germans who agree that
the holocaust (a major part of the reason for their
problems) must never be forgotten must wonder whether
they'll be required to examine it from a fresh historical
perspective with every publishing season (when books
like HITLER'S WILLING EXECUTIONERS - about the
German people - come out) ... and how many times (do)
Americans or their puppet masters plan to revisit the
holocaust?"
These sentiments and all of these difficulties forced
upon the Germans for time immemorial "... approach a
kind of reverse racism." (Kind of!?)
"And to take it a step further since the end of WWII,
it's been open season on National Socialists specifically
(or anyone who is "unfortunately" decried or labeled as
"NAZIS") and Germans in general. Anyone, no matter
how disreputable, can and are encouraged to say
whatever he wants to whomever whenever about the
National Socialists of old, and by association, the
Germans. This is malicious RACISM which often takes its
form in hate crimes - institutional and otherwise against Germans.
Now, the elderly and middle-aged Germans still suffer
today from a guilt complex. They further state that
"there is probably as much unhappiness of mind among
millions of Germans who failed to oppose Hitler as among
the millions who actively supported him: (because they
couldn't do anything to stop him)." It seems that this is
what they are told and the guilt is how they are
supposed to feel. It perpetuates the national guilt.
So, with all of these attacks from all sides, directed
toward the German people, it is no wonder that the
children along with their parents are in a quandary about
who they are. The editors/authors of LIFE'S GERMANY
stated:
"Grave difficulties exist for German parents who are
called on to answer their children's questions about the
country's past." Parents avoid it. "Young Germans
declare, "It's no good asking Father about what
happened under the Nazis. He just says the subject is
too complicated to discuss."

The parents have lost faith and trust with their kids
because the kids believe that (the parents) didn't stop
what they saw happen to the Jews and others. (What did
they actually see? The deportations? There is a great
leap of logic without evidence to move from the
deportations to deportations for the purpose of
extermination. But then that's what they and we have
been told.)
School teachers suffer the same problems. "Better
history books are being written today," about the true
perspective on the holocaust. Now would be the time to
inject some balance in this fact-finding and reporting and
teaching mission about the Third Reich. It is fairly certain
how the Third Reich will be depicted. And in the attempt
to re-educate and "help" by giving the internationally
accepted anti-Nazi, anti-German view, the authors and
editors of these learning materials will only succeed in
confusing these children further.
But maybe it is too late. Maybe the new generations
since the war have no interest in their German roots. Or
maybe, again, that's what they have been told
concerning how they should feel and how they should
think. Again in LIFE'S GERMANY, "(The youth) are more
internationally minded." Perhaps they have already been
programmed to think from a world view rather than as
Germans. And yet there is a generation coming up that
just might not accept this very old and badly preserved
diet of hostility and hatred against their nation and
against themselves.
Tragically, the children are affected by their history,
their lack of understanding from not being taught, and
they are robbed of their perspective, even over two
decades later. Again from LIFE'S GERMANY, (of the
youth):
"There seems to be a lack of intellectual sparkle about
them, a serious-mindedness conditioned by steady
concentration on material objectives. This is at least
partly due to uncertainties of mind, which are due in turn
to lack of candor on the part of the parents and to an
uneasy awareness of the shadows of the past. One thing
is certain about young people in West Germany - the
vast majority of them reject the traditional ideas about
German grandeur and glory, and about an overbearing
German role in Europe, and they are skeptical about any
"mission" other than the modest one of being a loyal
partner to the western democracies."
In essence, they are so concerned about saving their
lives, what they have, that they are actually losing their
lives. And this doesn't sound too promising. Evidently,
lack of knowledge and "correct" education have formed a
vacuum. So the only opinion they hear, the only teaching
they receive is from the international Weltanschauung
which is the one which includes and even requires the
typical German (Nazi) bashing curriculum. Whether or
not this damage can be undone remains to be seen.
The Army evokes similar concern. Whereas before,
the Wehrmacht historically represented and depicted the
most powerful army in the world, now its successor, the
Bundeswehr has resigned itself to a subservient position.
According to NEWSWEEK, July 25, 1994, "The
Bundeswehr is back in business." It sounds good,
energetic, national, promising, a hint of its grandeur,
strength, and discipline of times past. But that is not
what this new army portends. The former allies cringe at
the sight of a revived German army in spite of constant
reassurances that the Bundeswehr has changed and is
not the army it was in the past. And the powers that
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be need not be concerned with the new Germany Army;
the new German Army has a different agenda, a different
look. In the same article, "Now the military faces the
challenge of training "good soldiers" instead of blind
followers .... Germany has reinvented the concept of the
military .... They have chafed under the country's
inability to play a wider international role."
They want to participate on the international playing
field. But can the German military compete or even
participate and should they? German soldiers aren't
required necessarily to obey orders. "Student officers
aren't required to train physically at all - or even wear
their uniforms to class."
Instead of classes entitled: Military Strategy or
Great Battles in History or Great Field Marshals in
German Military History being the most popular
classroom topics, "Peace Ethics" rises to the top of the
list of popular classes. That is shameful! Perhaps the
current
German
Military
is
more interested
in
participating in international affairs than being militarily
fit to do so. But perhaps playing on the international field
doesn't require the traditional discipline and skills of
which the Germans of the past have been particularly
skilled and famous.
Others have come to this same conclusion. Chile's
General Augusto Pinochet "irked Bonn by declaring the
Bundeswehr an army of 'drug addicts, long-hairs, gays,
and union members.'" He seems to suggest that the new
German army is far from the ideal military tradition of
the crack Prussian tradition of the past and is hardly
prepared for the hardships of war.
Additionally, former East Germans whose army copied
the Wehrmacht "right down to the goose step," called the
new Bundeswehr a "second-class army." Tough stuff!
And a final note on the new Army and how the new
officers consider its function. They "look forward

confidently to the day when they can further
demonstrate their mettle -- by helping the UN defend
democracy." This is an ominous cloud on the horizon of
our future. That the German military rather than having
an identity of its own will be assimilated into the
UN/NATO peace-keeping forces for their purposes
and oppressive use.
Why??? - Why the confusion for the parents and the
children of the Reich? Why is their history maligned?
Their education robbed of its power to teach and inspire
from correct history, the animosity toward Germans in
general, and their history in particular, and why is the
German Army groveling and forfeiting their national
honor and their very soul to serve at the despotic
UN/NATO's feet, stained with the blood of their victims.
Is it worth this price in order to play on the international
playing field? This is all very clear when one understands
the foundation and structure of the SHRINE erected to
GERMAN BASHING.
So, on the 4th of July, when we see the "rocket's red
glare" and "bombs bursting in air" the symbolism of our
nation's struggle for nationhood in the past, the parades,
the red, white and blue, the flag with the stars and
stripes, the soul-stirring music, we should remember that
there is one nation that cannot enjoy such celebrations
and who has been beaten down and robbed of their
national soul. Is not the American spirit to champion the
cause of those oppressed? Can we not export a freedomloving spirit instead of our own brand of terrorism to the
nations of the world? Should there not be a call to arms,
in a way, to fight the forces against free thought and
expression so rampant now? Should we not renew
our own "declaration of independence"against such
blatant hostility? For then we will have the right to have
"the land of the free" because we are the "home of
the brave."

______________________________________________________________________________________________

GERMAN BASHER ELI WIESEL IS DEAD

By Paul Fromm - themidnightman88@yahoo.ca
Eli Wiesel was one of those high priests of the New Religion of
And Jim Rizoli, THE HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR June 2016
Holocaust. He claims to have been in Auschwitz, yet would
never show his tattoo. He hated Germans. Yet, when Auschwitz
was evacuated, he chose to head west with the hated Germans,
rather, as was his option, wait for the Soviets.
Nevertheless, he was able to parlay his stories into a fortune
and a Nobel Prize and into a role as senior philosopher of this
new religion.
He was an admitted German hater who, nevertheless, was seen
as some moral prophet. He wrote:
"Every Jew, somewhere in his being, should set apart a
zone of hate -- healthy, virile hate -- for what the German
personifies and for what persists in the German. To do
otherwise would be a betrayal of the dead.”
Jim Rizoli with his Auschwitz number tattoed on his arm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvf0FY8NnHo

Elie Wiesel Tribute July 1, 2016:
https://youtu.be/uhBB8RsPWJ0
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It’s Time to Put a Stop to German Bashing – Part I
By Dr. Ingrid R. Zundel on June 18, 2016
I just found verified what I have long suspected – that
rampant German-bashing is a meme. According to
Wikipedia,
A meme (/ˈmiːm/ meem) is “an idea, behavior, or style that
spreads from person to person within a culture”. A meme acts
as a unit for carrying cultural ideas, symbols, or practices that
can be transmitted from one mind to another through writing,
speech, gestures, rituals, or other imitable phenomena with a
mimicked theme. Supporters of the concept regard memes as
cultural analogues to genes in that they self-replicate, mutate,
and respond to selective pressures.
So there you have it – German-bashing is contagious, much like
a virus. It is a weaponized belief triggering behavior that targets
an identifiable minority – those who lost WWII! – and, as the
years go by, their offspring for good measure. It has the power
to annul an ancient dictum found in the Bible and other holy
books: “Thou shalt not bear false witness…”
It is extremely harmful to a subset of society; It can obliterate a
people’s very self. Just look at Germany for a resounding object
lesson. Have you ever seen a people grovel and cringe
disgracefully before the most audacious German- basher to
advertise that they agree with the applied abuse and are more
than willing to do penance for what the Germans did to the
Jews?
Does anybody dare to ask what the Jews did, and still do, to the
Germans?
I herewith register my grievance against all Germanbashers, friend or foe. I say it’s vulgar, rude, low-brow, unfair,
and tasteless to the max. More yet, I know from personal
experience that German-bashing hurts! It has all the features of
shingles – lying in wait until it can strike with the fire of hell at
the sight of a politically incorrect German.

German-bashing is contagious, much like a virus. It is a
weaponized belief triggering behavior that targets an
identifiable minority – those who lost WWII – and their
offspring for good measure. It has the power to annul an
ancient dictum: “Thou shalt not bear false witness…”
_______________________________________

Ernst Zündel’s Story

The German dissident, Ernst Zündel, known as an “anti”
German-basher extraordinaire world-wide, is someone I know
well. Some forty years ago, Ernst Zundel’s youthful spirit,
singled out and targeted by notorious German-bashers such as
B’nai Brith of Canada, settled on a mission to put a stop to
undeserved hostility against his people’s forebears.
He put on his German father’s soldiers’ boots with which he
kicked the Wailing Wall three times and pledged, to paraphrase
his hero, Thomas Jefferson of Monticello, that “ …I have sworn
upon the altar of God eternal hostility against every form of
tyranny over the mind of man.”
That’s Ernst. That was no pussyfooting milquetoast. That was an
Aryan speaking. In front of God and Man, he registered his
German people’s victimhood and said he would avenge it. And
he made good on it. What Ernst has done forensically to stop
the German-bashing globally is written in the annals of
European history. It cannot ever again be erased.

Ernst Zündel, when he was on trial
I joined him decades later – seven years before the New York
Towers fell. I did confess to him before I ever met him – and will
confess it here and now – that in my youth I, too, was guilty
now and then of trendy German bashing. I, too, was once a
Holocaust Believer, like every other fool on earth. Do-gooder
that I was, I wanted to fit in.
It was incumbent upon me, or so I thought, to do my
share of bashing.
It was a reflex on my part, much like a sneeze – I simply
couldn’t help it. I thought that it was only right to offer one’s
apology as well as ample compensation – for all eternity. I, too,
was vulnerable to trigger words that made me feel guilty for
unspeakable crimes assumed to have happened to Jews – but
even then, I always flinched a bit when I saw others bash my
Folk to their own heart’s content.

“Bless you!”, I’d say, but only to myself. My friend, Elena,
taught me that. Or else, “… oh, you poor dear. Poor Holocaust
survivor! Obsessing all day long. Please let me pat you on the
head to let you know I am politically correct.”
It’s still a bit of a moral dilemma for me to come right out and
call a spade a spade. I speak of “globalists” or “neocons” or
“banksters” or “internationalists” because I cannot bring myself
to call a Jew a Jew. Well, don’t we all? Can you say Nazi? Sure.
Why not? Can you say Jew? Please! Ohmygod! Where is the
nearest mouse hole?
And this despite the fact that my own father, when I was barely
five years old, was exiled to Siberia for being German in the
Soviet Union, , and that I never saw him again. As history
records, most Soviet kommissars were Jews.
It’s got to stop. We’re dealing with a malicious spirit
virus. Just as you can’t eradicate the measles by treating
one sore at a time, eradicating German-bashing cannot be
done piecemeal by trouncing one Holocaust Survivor’s lie
at the time to make room for historical truth.
That’s what Revisionists have done – they thought that science
and reason and logic would do it. It didn’t work that way – for
once a meme has infested one’s soul, not even Einstein can get
a scientific handle on the topic of so-called Jewish genocide at
the hand of the racially mischievous Nazis. Does that not tell
you something?
_________
The Chameleon of German-bashing
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Unlike The Donald, though, Ernst was no billionaire when he
aimed for the highest office. Talk about chutzpah to run against
Pierre Trudeau! Ernst even made it to the finalists, although
these days that achievement is swept under the rug. Ernst had
in his election kitty a grand total of $3,750.- a small fortune in
those years, created by his brushes, whereas his globalist
opponent leaned on his multicult sponsors who underwrote the
Trudeau election campaign to the tune of $375,000.
To cure systemic German-bashing has got to be a global
effort, and I invite all people of good will to help eradicate the
curse upon a decent people. You’re dealing with a very stubborn
meme that acts like a chameleon – it’s not perceived as harmful
und unfair; it makes you think you need to be politically correct
and go out of your way to humor German-bashers. BS to that
idea! Sheesh!
Don’t we all know in our era, monuments are built to Germanbashers – who are, if you look closely enough, mere asses?
Ernst Zundel spent a lifetime demolishing that noxious meme.
When he was young and daring and Canada was still an AngloSaxon state where you could speak your mind and not have to
look over your shoulder, he was quite popular on talk show
The rest is history.
radio. In controversial talk shows such as Max Lipson’s
Here as there, the end-goal of the globalists, of which Trudeau
programs, he challenged German-bashers by the thousands
was one illustrious member, was destruction of a way of life that
from coast to coast in Canada. I wish I’d known him then. He
served good people for millennia. In Germany, the guilt cudgel
would have changed my PC weltbild in a proverbial New York
“Auschwitz” has just about finished the job. The Germans now
minute!
crawl on their bellies and welcome any Hottentot with open
As the custodian of the Zündel archives, I have unearthed
arms to partake in what their industrious forebears achieved.
several master tapes where Ernst tackled the hoary topic
Here in America, that last act is playing right now.
of Auschwitz and such in the perception of the average
Today, Ernst is arguably the best-known dissident in Europe,
Canadian. Those were the halcyon years where you could
highly respected by many and equally hated by some. After
speak your mind without fear of talking yourself right
having been politically kidnapped under cover of the Patriot Act,
into prison. How often, on the air, did Ernst ask for
Ernst spent the next 7 years locked up in six prisons in three
German-bashing to be stayed – at least until forensic
countries on two continents – for what? For murder?
evidence could clear the atmosphere and settle
Racketeering? Money forging? Child molesting? No. For merely
grievances on both sides?
fighting German-bashing. The courts of Western countries are in
His counterpart, the fabled Jewish radio host, Max Lipson, was
the business of German-bashing, too.
known as the Dean of Talk Radio. Max Lipson and Ernst Zundel,
Here’s Orwell, paraphrased: “All dead are equal, but some
then still the best of friends, talked about Jews a lot, on radio
dead are more equal than others.” You can defame the
and off. Both knew that Jews controlled the media, including
German dead until the cows come home – but not the
radio, but it was not an issue then because Canada was still an
Jewish dead!
Anglo-Saxon country in its social make-up and mores.
_____
Well, that was then – and now is now. Some claim that, in the
To be continued:
later 1960s and early ‘70s when Ernst appeared on the Canadian
Part II – Why Turn into a German-bashing Bully on
political scene to run for political office, he was a youthful
Command?
Donald Trump. That’s stretching it a bit, although I can spot
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/06/18/its-timesimilarities. Both are of German background. Both have the
to-put-a-stop-to-german-bashing-part-i/
peasant touch. Both shoot from the lip, and both were then, as
they are now, savagely victimized by folks who are amazing
experts at furious German-bashing.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Follow Carolyn Yeager’s work on Wiesel’s frauds - http://www.eliewieseltattoo.com/
Brother Nathanael - Who Will Replace Elie Wiesel? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KKCog-L2VU
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Goebbels' stenographer says Germans knew nothing about any "Holocaust"
Published by Carolyn on Tuesday 2016-07-05 01:02
In 1945, Pomsel accompanied her boss into a bunker in Berlin.
At that point, she felt like “an animal being led to slaughter. We
had no more leadership. We were lost souls.”

Brunhilde Pomsel looks darn good for 105, although she
should have used more moisturizing creme. A woman
who's seen a lot.
Now 105 years old, Brunhilde Pomsel says, “Nobody will
believe me, because everyone thinks we knew everything. But
the truth is we didn’t know anything.”
She's right that the mainstream media and governments today
don't want to believe that. But it's confirmed by the true
scholarship about the period, as contrasted to the war
propaganda that passes for truth today.
If the murder of 6 million Jews in concentration camp gas
chambers was really going on, everyone would have known
about it. It could not have remained a “secret” and this is the
big problem with the holocaust lie – it had to have been kept
from the German population or they would have rebelled against
Hitler's government, but there is no way it could have been kept
from them if it were really taking place.
This problem for the holocaust lobby has led to various attempts
to explain it – from Jew Daniel Goldhagen's book Hitler's
Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans and the
Holocaust, which argues that tens of thousands of ordinary
Germans were enthusiastic about exterminating Jews (however,
hardly anyone believes this), to theories about the Nazi
hierarchy's superhuman ability to enforce secrecy and silence
among those few involved, and to give them information on a
“need to know” basis so they didn't have the full picture.
Of course, neither of these concepts can stand up to close
investigation and so they have not solved this particular problem
for the Holocaust Lobby.
She stars in a Jewish-made documentary
Pomsel agreed to be interviewed for a Jewish-made
documentary film, “A German Life,” which was screened at the
Jerusalem Film Festival last weekend. Following is more of what
the Haaretz reviewer Ofer Aderet reports of the film.
Pomsel was born in Berlin in 1911; her first memory is of the
arrival of a telegram with her father's call-up order because of
the outbreak of what became WWI. After she reached working
age, her first two employers were Jews, which goes to show the
status of Jews at the time; she would have been 18 in 1929.
While employed by lawyer Dr. Hugo Goldberg, she says she
cheered Hitler at the Brandenburg Gate on Jan. 30, 1933 (when
he became Chancellor). Only natural for a German working girl.
At the time, she also took a second job typing a manuscript for
the ardent National-Socialist and author-radio personality Wulf
Bley.
She retained a Jewish friend Eva Loewenthal even after she
joined the NSDAP and saw no contradiction in that fact. But in
1942, when Pomsel got the job in Goebbels' office, she had to
advise Eva to stop visiting her at work, causing their friendship
to end.
“It was very pleasant to work there; I liked it,” she said. “People
were well-dressed, cultured. I was stupid,” she added for the
benefit of political correctness.
She recalled Goebbels as a “gentleman, elegant and noble,” but
also an “actor” who could take off his “cultured, serious” mask
and go a little wild.

Brunhilde Pomsel during the war years
After the war, she spent five years in a Soviet prison camp.
“They treated me very badly,” she complained. “I didn’t do
anything; I was only Goebbels’ stenographer.”
“Nobody will believe me, but I heard about the Jews’ fate only
when I returned from Russian captivity,” she continued. “I knew
there were concentration camps, but that they burned people?”
“People today try to say they would have done more to help the
Jews ... but in practice, they wouldn’t have done it,” she added.
“I don’t see myself as guilty, unless you blame all Germans for
enabling this government to come to power,” she concluded.
Then she added, “There’s no justice; there’s no God. But it’s
clear that Satan exists.”
Little does she seem to know that she's put herself in the hands
of Satan in making this film.
http://carolynyeager.net/goebbels-stenographer-saysgermans-knew-nothing-about-any-holocaust

***
Joseph Hirt’s letter of apology tells more lies to
“explain” his previous ones, Part 2

Fraudster Joseph Hirt invested in photographic blow-ups
of various atrocity propaganda images to impress on the
minds of 6th and 7th graders the beliefs he wished them
to hold about “the Holocaust.”
http://carolynyeager.net/newsletter/josephhirt%E2%8
0%99sletterapologytellsmorelies%E2%80%9Cexplain%
E2%80%9D-his-previous-ones-part-2
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>>>MORE INEXORABLE BATTLES-OF-THE-WILLS TRAGEDIES<<<
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http://www.volkstod.org/

An Explanation: Why republish Mein Kampf?
When at the end of 2015, and 70 years after the suicide
death of Adolf Hitler, the copyright of his book Mein
Kampf, held until then by the State of Bavaria, expired,
the opportunity arose to reprint this 1943 edition. A
German historical institute has done likewise but
annotated the over 800-page volume with almost as
many pages of explanatory notes. Media outlets in
Germany belittled Mein Kampf, referring to it as a mere
pamphlet!
The ideological shroud that has legally been used to
suppress the book, its content and its message is now
lifted, and this facsimile edition can be read without any
hostile annotations, thereby in the Heideggerian sense,
offering readers an unmediated, an authentic experience
of Adolf Hitler’s thought processes.
Since in 1994 I ventured on a full-time basis into
Holocaust Revisionism, and served time in Germany,
England and Australia for daring to question the
fundamentals of the legally sanctioned Holocaust
narrative. I simply did not have the time to read Mein
Kampf, and merely flicking through the pages, as many
have done, seemed to me to be a useless exercise.
In 1997 I was ridiculed for not having even visited
Auschwitz and had dared to question survivor testimony
of those who had spent time there. My 1997 and 1999
visits to this and to other concentration camps, enabled
me to discount much of what survivors in their
questionable accounts of events claimed as their
authentic, lived experience.
So now the taunts and sneers of not having read Adolf
Hitler’s Mein Kampf, will not apply anymore as I pick up

this volume and begin to read it from cover to cover in
an attempt to understand and to clarify for myself what
the most maligned individual in modern history had to
say about the pressing problems that then faced him and
his Germanic-speaking peoples.
Mr Peter Hartung, the Director of Adelaide Institute, is to
be commended for enabling its publishing arm, PEACE
BOOKS, to produce this volume at this time when world
events are again hurtling towards the abyss. The current
Donald Trump phenomenon in the USA speaks volumes
about the global cabal that is set on fulfilling the
Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan, which aims, finally, to
genocide/exterminate the European race by “browning it
through immigration”.
Fredrick Töben, MACE
Adelaide, 20 April 2016
Publisher’s note: This facsimile incorporates four
additional pages so as to include a black and white
version of the cover, cataloguing information and Dr
Töben’s comments.

__________________________________________________
****
But the Palestinians have launched a theft of the Jewish narrative. The Palestinians are trying to deny the
Jewish narrative, because the validation of the Palestinian narrative depends on deleting the JewishIsraeli one. It’s a replacement ideology.”
***
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Wiesenthal Center snubs UNESCO at Paris awards ceremony
By RINA BASSIST - 07/03/2016 01:31
Event moved from co-sponsor’s headquarters in protest over resolution denying Jewish ties to Temple mount.
Belarus, and Saratov from Russia, dealing with a variety of
issues such as the interpretation of the Holocaust by Russian
mass media, teaching the Holocaust in the Russian education
system, Holocaust denial in Belarus, and more.
The students who were chosen are all engaged in researching
and teaching the Holocaust for the long term.
Marek Galstyan of Armenia, who worked on the issue of
righteous among the nations, told the audience that he
considers his research much more than just an academic study.
“At present, I am working on finding information about another
person, who may be awarded the title of righteous,” he said.
THE ANNUAL RUSSIAN Holocaust University Essay award
“He is Henrik Bakhtiykan, cousin of my grandfather, whom my
ceremony in Paris on Thursday was moved from its
grandfather told me about.”
location at UNESCO headquarters, over anger at the world
Another student, Nikita Gordeev from Saratova, has been
body’s resolution in April denying any Jewish ties to the
working on historical revisionism in the structure of extremist
Temple Mount or the Western Wall.. (photo credit: RINA
ideology. In his presentation, Gordeev noted that “there are
BASSIST)
currently about 10 organizations in the Russian Federation that
PARIS – The Simon Wiesenthal Center moved the location of its
are banned by the court for carrying out extremist activities –
annual Russian Holocaust University Essay award from the
groups which position themselves as neo-pagan,” a fact, he
headquarters of its co-sponsor UNESCO, in protest over its
explained, which highlights the ongoing trends of Holocaust
resolution in April denying Jewish ties to the Temple Mount and
denial.
the Western Wall in Jerusalem.
Israeli deputy ambassador to UNESCO, Yossi Mustaki,
***“Ever since the Palestinians were accepted to UNESCO in
emphasized at the meeting the importance of this award, in
2011, things have changed,” Dr. Shimon Samuels, director of
raising public awareness to the lessons of the Holocaust.
international relations of the Wiesenthal Center, told The
“We consider this award as an excellent means to increase the
Jerusalem Post. “It used to be a favorable arena for us,
awareness of young people – school students, students in
especially at the World Heritage Committee. But the Palestinians
universities, and youngsters in general – to the issue of the
have launched a theft of the Jewish narrative. The Palestinians
Shoah and to its lessons,” he said. “It’s a very positive and
are trying to deny the Jewish narrative, because the validation
constructive way to encourage the creativity and activities of
of the Palestinian narrative depends on deleting the Jewishstudents who specialize in these areas of research. From our
Israeli one. It’s a replacement ideology.”
side, it is important that Israel recognizes this project and
The Wiesenthal Center cooperates closely with UNESCO on
encourages similar ones across the world. Some of our
different programs. The Russian Holocaust University Essay
delegations initiate and support projects in the same vain,
award is one of these co-projects, conceived in order to
sometimes for younger children. We really congratulate the
strengthen Holocaust studies in Russia and former Soviet Union
Wiesenthal Center for this essential educational program, and
states.
wish to see more initiatives of this kind.”
Since its establishment 12 years ago, many countries make it a
Concerning the issue of changing the location of the ceremony,
point of participating to demonstrate their support.
Mustaki said that “I can certainly understand the decision [due
This year as well, ambassadors and deputy ambassadors from
to] the anger within the Jewish world, as in Israel, over the
dozens of countries participated at the ceremony held at the
outrageous UNESCO board resolution. Each one reacts in his/her
Paris Holocaust Memorial, including representatives from Russia,
own manner – and this was apparently the way the Wiesenthal
Armenia, Germany, Belarus, France, the US and of course
Center chose to react.”
Israel.
http://www.jpost.com/International/Wiesenthal-Center-snubsThe five laureates this year include graduates from Moscow,
UNESCO-at-Paris-awards-ceremony-459324
Erevan in Armenia, the Republic of Buryatia (Russia), Minsk of

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------***

Several articles in INoGS’s journal place the Holocaust in a “larger perspective” of Nazi Germany’s attempt to
dominate Europe, including “its version of colonization.” Furthermore, Charny maintains, the mass murder on the Jews
is put in contexts of “local and regional patterns of oppression and the killing of many minorities.” These articles thus
suggest, Charny argues, that Jewish victims of the Shoa were not singled out because of their Jewishness and that
there was no systematic effort to annihilate the Jewish people.

***

Academics go to war over the study of mass killings
Ahead of international conference in Jerusalem, two rival camps of genocide scholars are at each other’s
throats, including accusations of anti-Semitism and debates over the Holocaust
By Raphael Ahren June 26, 2016, 2:31 am

Remember the Jew who was stranded on a deserted
island and built two synagogues: the one in which he
worships and one in which he will never step foot?
It is hard to not think of this old joke in light of the ongoing spat
between two rival camps of genocide scholars. This feud, which

focuses on the question of how to best to study the Holocaust, is
likely to reach new heights (or lows) next week with an
international conference held in Jerusalem, which is hosted by
one group and denounced by the other.
If the issue at hand — people’s unabating tendency to
systematically massacre each other — wasn’t so tragic, the
current academic controversy over it would almost be comical.
Mixing scholarly debate with nasty ad hoc attacks, the latest
episode in this saga revolves around an Israeli scholar named
Israel Charny. A co-founder of the world’s first association for
genocide scholars, Charny is now accusing the competitor
organization of marginalizing the Holocaust, delegitimizing the
State of Israel and overall latent anti-Semitism.
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Charny even conducted research — including hiring a surveying
company — to demonstrate the other genocide scholars group’s
alleged bias. The accused academics retort that his study on
their alleged biases doesn’t stand up to scientific standards,
questioning Charny’s scholarly credentials.

Hungarian Jews on the Judenrampe (Jewish ramp) after
disembarking from the transport trains at AuschwitzBirkenau, May 1944. To be sent rechts! – to the right –
meant the person had been chosen as a laborer; links! –
to the left – meant death in the gas chambers. (From the
Auschwitz Album)
The term “genocide” was first used in 1944 by Polish-Jewish
lawyer Raphael Lemkin to describe the Nazis’s mass killing of
European Jews. Exactly 50 years later, in 1994, the
International Association of Genocide Scholars (IAGS) was
founded.
A clinical psychologist by training, Charny served as IAGS’s
president from 2003 to 2005. He has edited the Encyclopedia of
Genocide and is currently the director of the Jerusalem Institute
on the Holocaust and Genocide.
Charny, a native New Yorker who immigrated to Israel, has
been an outspoken advocate for the recognition of the Armenian
genocide, criticizing the Israeli government for condemning
Holocaust denial while at the same time putting realpolitik
considerations (mostly relations with Turkey and Azerbaijan)
ahead of the moral duty to recognize the mass murder on
Armenians between 1915 and 1923.
About a decade after IAGS was founded and grew into the
world’s largest collective of genocide scholars, a rival
organization was set up in Berlin. According to its website, the
International Network of Genocide Scholars (INoGS) champions
“research-led analysis rather than politically defined policy
agendas,” considering itself part of a “non-partisan community.”

Armenians are marched to a nearby prison in Mezireh by
armed Turkish soldiers, 1915. (Artaxiad, Wikimedia
Commons)
On Sunday, its conference will kick off at Jerusalem’s Hebrew
University, featuring as top speakers Adama Dieng, the special
adviser on the prevention of genocide to UN Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon and Harvard historian Charles Maier.
The participation of a senior UN official has sparked ire among
pro-Palestinian activists, which has since mobilized against the
conference, with partial success. This episode illustrates
beautifully how any event dealing with Israel, or merely taking
place there, is liable to be criticized both for being anti-Israel
and too pro-Israel at the same time.
‘Minimizations of the Holocaust, delegitimizing Israel, antiSemitism’
In light of INoGS’s planned gathering in Jerusalem, IAGS’s
Charny penned an article in the Journal for the Study of AntiSemitism in which he attacks INoGS’s scholarly publication, the
Journal of Genocide Research (not to be confused with IAGS’
Genocide Studies and Prevention: An International Journal).
“In recent years there are many articles in which there
have been minimizations of the significance of the
Holocaust, statements delegitimizing the State of Israel
and by implication possibly an aura of anti-Semitism,”
Charny charges.

Israel Charny (Karen Wolberger)
Several articles in INoGS’s journal place the Holocaust in a
“larger perspective” of Nazi Germany’s attempt to dominate
Europe, including “its version of colonization.” Furthermore,
Charny maintains, the mass murder on the Jews is put in
contexts of “local and regional patterns of oppression and the
killing of many minorities.” These articles thus suggest, Charny
argues, that Jewish victims of the Shoa were not singled out
because of their Jewishness and that there was no systematic
effort to annihilate the Jewish people.
“It’s as if to say, ‘So, forgive me, the killing wasn’t really killing,
it was an expansion of Germany; the victims weren’t really
victims, they were casualties of colonization; the horror was a
historic-political-nationalistic enterprise like so many others.’”
Charny cites various articles to prove his point, including
one by University of Sussex historian Gerhard Wolf, who
wrote last year that the 1942 Wannsee Conference “did
not call for a systematic and immediate murder of all
Jews.”

Berlin’s House of the Wannsee Conference, where the
Third Reich devised the Final Solution in January 1942, is
now a memorial and museum. (Courtesy of the House of
the Wannsee Conference via JTA)
In 2010, a piece in the journal claimed Zionism “was based on a
genocidal ideal” and that the 1948 War of Independence was the
“fulfillment of that intention,” Charny writes. The article, by
sociologist Martin Shaw, postulated that pre-war “Zionism
included the development of an incipiently genocidal mentality
towards Arab society.” Shaw is cited as concluding that Israel
can only hope for security if it comes “to terms with the
genocide of 1948.” (Shaw has replied to Charny’s criticism
here.)
Seeking to bolster his claims with hard data, Charny hired
an electronic survey company that asked 76 genocide
scholars and graduate students to read certain passages
from the Journal of Genocide Research and rate their
ostensible bias. “Approximately one-third of the
respondents judged the journal to be promoting antiCharny’s allegations are “absurd,” the editor of INoGS’s journal,
Dirk Moses, wrote in a letter to the Jerusalem Post. “The
methodological flaws his ‘survey’ of his friends are so manifold
and egregious that they require no separate refutation.
However, to insinuate in public that the Journal’s editors and its
authors are anti-Semitic is unfounded and defamatory.”
Moses notes that Charny is “a family therapist, not a historian,”
adding that if he was unhappy about the journal he should not
write about it in the paper but rather “engage” with the authors
at the upcoming Jerusalem conference.
Semitic themes, while more than half — 59% — felt that
references to the Holocaust had been minimized, and
another 59% noted an anti-Israel bias,” Charny writes.
While acknowledging the study’s “methodological limitations,”
Charny concludes that its findings “strongly suggest” that the
journal “is pursuing a prejudiced agenda that is professionally
unacceptable.”
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In late May, Charny took the battle from the pages of a
scholarly journal to the mainstream and repeated his claims in
an article for the Jerusalem Post. “And now,” he writes there, “to
add icing to the cake, the International Network of Genocide
Scholars, the journal’s parent organization, is coming to town,
holding its international meeting in Jerusalem in June.”
‘Professor Charny has done a service to the profession’
Charny is not alone in feelings that something is wrong with the
way INoGS academics approach Israel and the Holocaust.
“Professor Charny has done a service to the profession by
highlighting the creeping anti-Israel bias that has not only
overtaken global academia, but has now even invaded the field
of genocide scholarship,” Gregory Stanton, a former president of
IAGS and the founder of Genocide Watch, told The Times of
Israel.

Syrians stand near the bodies of people who were killed
by a Syrian government airstrike outside a field hospital
in Aleppo, Syria, on December 15, 2013. (AP/Aleppo
Media Center)
Stanton also defended Charny’s methodology, noting that he
sent out a questionnaire to an IAGS mailing list and never
claimed to have used random sample or other research
methods. “He used a neutral third party to tally the results. He
got a respectable rate of return, enough to permit statistically
significant conclusions,” Stanton argued.
The founder of the Jerusalem Center for Genocide Prevention,
Elihu Richter, also supports Charny’s attack on INoGS.
“The examples Charny gives concerning the Holocaust
trivialization are potent,” opined Richter, a retired professor at
Hebrew University’s School of Public Health and Community
Medicine. “The same applies to negative bias towards Israel with
regard to events preceding, during and after the 1948 War of
Independence — and their contexts.”
In fact, Richter’s criticism goes even further than Charny’s. In
studying genocide, INoGS “factors out the role of Moral Agency,”
he wrote in a letter to the Jerusalem Post. “Moral Equivalence is
the result.”

Holocaust scholar Yehuda Bauer (YouTube screenshot)
The upcoming conference does not address Iran and its role in
the Syrian civil war, Richter argues, accusing INoGS of
“bystanderism” — neglecting Jihadist genocide and cradling
“intergenerational incitement” to violence in the Muslim world.
INoGS scholars were quick to pick up the gauntlet, defending
their organization’s philosophy and branding Charny an
unqualified troublemaker.
Eminent Holocaust historian Yehuda Bauer also penned a letter
to the editor, opining that Charny’s “personal attack on some of
the scholars dealing with the subject was inappropriate.” More
importantly, “his method of polling scholars will not pass
academic scrutiny,” Bauer judged.
In addition, a group of 39 scholars, including two past
presidents of the American Historical Association and three
Hebrew University professors, wrote to the paper that they were
“shocked” by Charny’s accusations. “Our field enjoys a range of

perspectives and methodological approaches, and this diversity
is key to its vitality and continuing relevance,” the letter states.
“We are dismayed by Mr. Charny’s [who is not a
Holocaust scholar] partisan orthodoxy that seeks to
morally discredit those he accuses of biases — including
anti-Semitism. And, although Mr. Charny is no statistician
either, he grounds his claims in figures that lend an aura
of credibility but in fact mean nothing. Far from
advancing scholarship, Mr. Charny chills the room with
character assassination.”
In a post to the IAGS mailing list, Timothy Williams, of the
University of Marburg, points out that Charny’s survey showed
that about 33 percent of respondents felt that the selected
passages from INoGS’s journal were anti-Semitic means that
67% — a large majority — think the opposite. “Thus, of the
expert opinions collected on this item, two-thirds of
respondents, do not agree with this characterization which Israel
Charny subsequently takes as demonstrated,” Williams writes.
“This lack of discussion of what the results actually mean
fundamentally undermines the paper and makes one feel the
author is biased,” Williams continued. Rather than stating that
experts consider the journal anti-Semitic, Charny owes readers
an explanation why two-thirds of respondents do not hold this
view.
The “absurdity” of Charny’s accusations of anti-Semitism and
anti-Israel bias becomes evident if one remembers that INoGS is
coming to Jerusalem for its annual conference, said Raz Segal,
who organizes the event. A look at the program, “makes a hash
of any talk of Holocaust minimization,” he told The Times of
Israel. Indeed, the word “Holocaust” appears 75 times on the
program, a cursory search shows.
Why is Charny so keen on discrediting INoGS and its scholars?
According to Segal, a historian at Tel Aviv University, Charny’s
attack is rooted “primarily in his sense of marginalization in
Holocaust and genocide scholarship.”
Indeed, Charny’s position reflects “a broader attempt in the last
several years to delegitimize a diverse group of scholars whose
work raises new questions and suggests new avenues of
research on the Holocaust by placing it in broader historical
contexts,” he said.
“It is at the very least unfortunate that describing and
understanding the Holocaust more in depth is perceived as a
threat and leads to the kind of defamation,” Segal added.

The site of a mass grave in Cambodia (Courtesy:
International Association of Genocide Scholars)
In response to the attacks on him that followed his attack on
them, Charny insisted that he has long advocated studying the
Holocaust “in broad comparative contexts along with study and
reverence for the genocides of all peoples.”
Defending his scientific methodology, he noted that an outside
surveying company tallied the results to ensure that he “could
not touch the data as it came in.” With the Journal for the Study
of Anti-Semitism, a “bona fide professional journal” saw fit in
publishing his findings, which shows that they stand up to
academic scrutiny, he told The Times of Israel.
And yet, despite the malicious rhetoric accompanying the most
recent spat between the two rival camps of genocide scholars,
next week’s conference in Jerusalem will not turn into the Killing
Fields of Cambodia.
For one, the “nasty rivalry” between INoGS and IAGS is no
longer as bad as it once was, Segal said. The “situation has
improved considerably in the last few years now that Israel
Charny is no longer president of the latter,” he explained.
Indeed, despite Charny’s ferocious attack on INoGS, he is not
boycotting its Jerusalem conference. In fact, he is actively
participating, chairing a session on “Genocide Denial and Foreign
Policy in Israel.”
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The pen might be mightier than the sword, but the wars
genocide scholars wage against each other in journals and at
conferences, thankfully, have very little in common with the
unimaginable horrors of actual genocides.

http://www.timesofisrael.com/academics-go-to-warover-the-study-of-mass-killings/
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Regular news from the New Zealand Doctor newsroom

International graduate awarded $40,000 in landmark discrimination case
Medical Observer, Monday 04 July 2016, 9:44AM
After more than two years of legal wrangling, the verdict is in:
"subtle differences" in local practice, calling it "only an
The Australian Capital Territory did racially discriminate against
assumption".
an experienced Chinese-born doctor whom it overlooked for a
He ruled there was no evidence for the claim, adding that it was
hospital internship.
"offensive to other domestic and overseas universities and even
In a landmark ruling that could have knock-on effects for
more so to well-qualified experienced overseas doctors".
selection policies elsewhere, a territory tribunal awarded Dr
'Motivated by desire to promote medical school'
Qinlin Wang $40,000 compensation and found the Australian
Mr Anforth said the policy appeared to be largely driven by "a
Captial Territory (ACT) guilty of discrimination over its internship
motivation to promote the economic and academic viability of
selection policy. Dr Wang, aged in his 50s, will be eligible for
the ANU Medical School" and a misunderstanding of discussions
even more money should he not be considered for future
at a meeting of the Council of Australian Governments.
internship intakes based on his merits, ACT Civil and
He said the policy was "intrinsically discriminatory on the basis
Administrative Tribunal senior member Allan Anforth ruled on
of race" and robbed the people of the ACT of access to
Thursday.
experienced overseas practitioners and the best graduates from
Eight-tier ladder of preference
Australia and the globe.
The long-running saga centred on a ministerial policy
Informed that the IMG category has since been removed, Mr
implemented in 2014, which prioritised ACT hospital internship
Anforth ruled this only made the policy more discriminatory
applicants based on where they finished university. ACT runs the
because it means overseas trained doctors aren't considered at
internship programmes for the territory's hospitals. Graduates
all. Awarding Dr Wang $40,000, he said the former
of Canberra's Australian National University were given first
neurosurgeon
had
suffered
"considerable
anxiety,
preference on an eight-tier ladder.
embarrassment and humiliation".
Graduates of other Australian universities formed categories two
Not over yet
to six, while graduates from New Zealand universities formed
The ruling is the most substantive development in the case's
the seventh category and overseas-trained doctors formed the
long history. At one point, following an interim decision in Mr
eighth and last category.
Wang's favour, the ACT appealed to the Supreme Court to have
The policy meant there was "no real possibility" of Mr Wang Mr Anforth recuse himself for perceived bias.
nor any international medical graduate (IMG) - securing an
The ACT alleged Mr Anforth had a direct personal interest in the
internship, Mr Anforth said.
case after he was overheard discussing discrimination in the
Dr Wang, who migrated to Australia in 2001 with 16 years'
medical profession with a witness.
experience and time as the director of neurology at a Chinese
He allegedly told the witness that a medical college in which his
medical university, was knocked back in 2014, having
daughter was involved had been criticised for discriminating
completed the necessary examinations, and took his case to
against women and against those tutored by overseas-trained
court.
specialists.
He claimed the policy was directly discriminatory on the basis of
Mr Anforth dismissed the bid, saying he was required to "have
race because it amounted to a refusal to consider him for an
an open mind to the issues, not an empty mind".
internship based on his national origin.
The ACT Supreme Court rejected the application and Dr Wang's
'Not discriminatory' - ACT
case was re-heard after the interim decision was quashed.
The ACT argued that the policy was not racially discriminatory
ACT expected to appeal
because foreign-born students could graduate from Australian
Yet the latest decision is unlikely to be the final development.
universities and vice versa. But Mr Anforth struck that argument
Bill Madden, a prominent medico-legal expert, says he expects
down, saying it focused on exceptions rather than the rule. In
the ACT to appeal the verdict. The decision could have flow-on
general, he said, graduates of foreign universities are foreigneffects for intern selection policies elsewhere, he says, but it's
born.
too early to say. For a start, the option is open to the ACT to
"The discrimination is solely based on the location of their
amend relevant legislation to exempt medical selection policies
educational history which by implication generally brings into
from discrimination provisions.
play their national origin," he said in an 84-page written ruling.
http://www.nzdoctor.co.nz/news/2016/july2016/04/internationa
Assertion over graduate quality struck down
l-graduate-awarded-$40,000-in-landmark-discriminationMr Anforth also struck down an assertion by the ACT that ANU
case.aspx
graduates were of higher quality and better suited because of
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Triggs rejects Callinan offer to role in uni race case
Hedley Thomas, THE AUSTRALIAN, 12:00AM JUNE 20, 2016

Gillian Triggs has rebuffed an offer from former High Court
judge Ian Callinan QC to investigate the Human Rights
Commission’s handling of a vexed racial-hatred complaint
against university students in Queensland.
Mr Callinan, who retired from Australia’s highest court in 2007,
agreed to independently conduct the probe after being asked by
the lawyer for a student from the Queensland University of
Technology, Alex Wood.
Mr Wood is one of several students whose Facebook posts led to
them being accused by university staffer Cindy Prior under the
Racial Discrimination Act’s section 18C, which makes unlawful
any act reasonably likely to offend, insult, humiliate or
intimidate another person because of their race. The students
and QUT are being sued by Ms Prior for more than $250,000.

Ms Prior, who is indigenous, had turned white students including
Mr Wood away from QUT’s indigenous-only Oodgeroo Unit in
May 2013 after they had turned up to access computers not in
use.
Students expressed annoyance at their ejection on social media
and Mr Wood wrote on Facebook: “Just got kicked out of the
unsigned indigenous computer room. QUT (is) stopping
segregation with segregation.”
A recent formal complaint by the students that their rights were
breached by the HRC’s conduct in mismanaging the case
prompted Ms Triggs to ask a Sydney silk, Angus Stewart SC, to
investigate. Mr Stewart’s role is being challenged by the
students for reasons including his purported former ties as a
student in the 1980s to the African National Congress in South
Africa.
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Mr Stewart, who is from South Africa, where he served as an
acting judge, has rejected suggestions that any reasonable
person would believe him to be biased.
Mr Wood’s lawyer, Michael Henry, also raised objections including that Mr Stewart had acted in Australia for “a number of
well-resourced Aboriginal Land Corporations” Mr Wood believes
are funding Ms Prior’s actions.
The HRC’s lawyer, John Howell, replied to Mr Henry on Friday:
“The ‘concerns’ you raise about Mr Stewart are without
foundation. They include a number of assertions about the
supposed ideological views of both Mr Stewart and clients you
say he has acted for. Any suggestion that he would not be
impartial or capable of undertaking any inquiry and conciliation
functions as a result of the matters discussed in your submission
is rejected.”
Mr Howell said Ms Triggs “wishes if possible to avoid a
(situation) that might lead to a deterioration in Mr Wood’s
wellbeing. For that reason, she is prepared to consider making
an alternate (appointment)”. The most accomplished on a short
list of four proposed by Mr Wood’s lawyer was the former
Howard government’s conservative High Court choice, Mr
Callinan. However, Mr Howell said Ms Triggs was “not minded
to” offer the role to any of the candidates on Mr Henry’s
shortlist.
The alternative proposed by Ms Triggs is a senior lawyer,
Rowena Orr QC, who had not previously performed work for the
commission or its president.
Ms Prior says she has suffered “offence, embarrassment,
humiliation and psychiatric injury” as well as fears for her safety
due to the Facebook posts. Her complaint to the HRC alleging
racial hatred in May 2014 was escalated to the Federal Court a
year later in a process in which the students were not advised
they faced serious racial hatred charges.
Ms Triggs has given the students until late this month to
consider the alternative appointment of an investigator of their
complaint. The Federal Circuit Court’s Michael Jarrett has
reserved his decision on a bid by the students to have the case
dismissed.
The legal costs in the case for parties including the university
are estimated at more than $1 million.
Section 18c has come full circle with this incident reaching
absurd proportions, something I predicted when in 1996 I was
taken before the then Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission by the Executive Council of Australian Jewry for
daring to question the official Holocaust narrative.
S18c offers no defence because an emotion, a feeling of hurt, is
enough to convict an accused of having "hurt someone's
feelings". The defence of doing things "in good faith" falls flat
because by merely asking questions and challenging official
statements is enough of a threat to those who support the
official version of the Holocaust - and so under S18c statements
about psychological damage are accepted without proof from a
certified medical practitioner.
S18c is actually a watered down defamation law, with the
difference that in defamation truth is a defence, which is not the
case when individuals face court under S18c.
We are nearing the situation that Germany has reached with its
Section 130 - defaming the memory of the dead, which mirrors
S18c in approach. Recently a 94-year old was handed a fiveyear prison sentence for having been part of the workforce at
Auschwitz concentration camp during WWII. Impact statements
about what allegedly happened at Auschwitz are not crossexamined,and the accused merely expressed his regret at
having been a part of a murderous machine operating at the
camp. What makes this trial a farcical lynch-party is the fact
that had the accused mounted a defence, then the defence
offered to the court would have generated another charge. Get
this - mount a defence and this attracts another charge,
So, S18c, which is modelled on the German Section 130, creates
a legal perversion, which we are now witnessing at its most
absurd.
However, there is light at the end of that proverbial tunnel because all it needs is some judges who have the moral and
intellectual courage to stop this nonsense, and perhaps a High
Court challenge to S18c is long overdue.

That a retired High Court judge offered to mediate, and this
offer was rejected, is therefore a lost opportunity to clarify this
infantile S18c.
As an aside, some label 18c as the Bolt Law, but I call it the
Toben Law because it was specifically designed by the legal
eagles of the Australian Jewish community to stifle open debate
on matters Holocaust, which offered legal protection to those
who were behind the move to introduce "Holocaust studies" into
the school curriculum. Students, who dare ask probing questions
about the topic are regularly referred to counselling sessions
because it is assumed that the questioning student suffers from
"depression".
We live in interesting times and where PC is stifling open debate
on so many contentious issues that dangerously tightens the PC
shroud around our necks! Just look at what Donald Trump is
doing in the USA - ripping open all issues - and individuals can
again breathe easy without the fear of having the PC brigade
breathing down their throats.
Comments: extract –
Ron12 HOURS AGO
@David She knows exactly what she started and is cashing in.
Phil14 HOURS AGO
Gillian Triggs may have rebuffed the offer from former High
Court judge Ian Callinan QC to investigate the HRC’s handling of
a racial-hatred complaint against university students in
Queensland but Ms Triggs has fallen down badly on a much
more serious matter which is the ‘rights’ of Australians who get
caught up in our justice system. In 1966 Australia signed an
international agreement and made the commitment to ensure
the ‘right to a fair trial’ under the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights 1966 (ICCPR).The HRC bangs on about this
‘right’ but Ms Triggs has done zero to tackle state governments
like NSW who have been flouting this agreement since its
inception.
In fact Bob Carr when he was Premier initiated two pieces of
legislation that make it virtually impossible to get a fair trial
i.e. Section 56 of the Crimes (Appeal and Review) Act
2001(NSW) and The NSW Motor Accidents Compensation Act
1999, the first to limit appeal court costs for the government
and the second to reduce green slip costs and protect the profits
of the insurance industry.
Barry O’Farrell, Mike Baird, Greg Smith, Brad Hazzard and local
member Pru Goward were all alerted to this matter which works
in favour of the Legal Profession not the NSW public and all
chose to sweep the matter under the carpet thus seriously
undermining the NSW Justice System.
Neither of these pieces of legislation gets even close to ensuring
the right to a fair trial. Chief Justice Bathurst of NSW is on
record saying that only 35 per cent of people have any
confidence in the criminal justice system and that Australia
ranked 27th out of 36 countries in an international survey of the
confidence the peoples of these countries had in their justice
systems. It’s about time Gillian Triggs who is a lawyer by trade
took action to ensure State governments like NSW comply with
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966
signed by the Federal Government instead of sitting on her
hands and allowing sections of the Legal Profession to
exploit Section 56 and the Motor Accidents Compensation Act for
personal reward at the expense of ordinary people!
Peter13 HOURS AGO
@Phil she has denied the right of the students to mediate prior
to legal action ramping up and she should be held to account
Michael13 HOURS AGO
@Phil Phil...we have a legal system, not a justice system !
Phil9 HOURS AGO
@Michael @Phil Correct we have a legal system that works in
favour of lawyers and judges!
Fredrick pending @Phil
Section 18c has come full circle with this incident reaching
absurd proportions, something I predicted when in 1996 I was
taken before the then Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission by the Executive Council of Australian Jewry for
daring to question the official Holocaust narrative.
S18c offers no defence because an emotion, a feeling of hurt, is
enough to convict an accused of having "hurt someone's
feelings". The defence of doing things "in good faith" falls flat
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because by merely asking questions and challenging official
statements is enough of a threat to those who support the
official version of the Holocaust - and so under S18c statements
about psychological damage are accepted without proof from a
certified medical practitioner.
S18c is actually a watered down defamation law, with the
difference that in defamation truth is a defence, which is not the
case when individuals face court under S18c.
We are nearing the situation that Germany has reached with its
Section 130 - defaming the memory of the dead, which mirrors
S18c in approach. Recently a 94-year old was handed a fiveyear prison sentence for having been part of the workforce at
Auschwitz concentration camp during WWII. Impact statements
about what allegedly happened at Auschwitz are not crossexamined,and the accused merely expressed his regret at
having been a part of a murderous machine operating at the
camp. What makes this trial a farcical lynch-party is the fact
that had the accused mounted a defence, then the defence
offered to the court would have generated another charge. Get
this - mount a defence and this attracts another charge,
So, S18c, which is modelled on the German Section 130, creates
a legal perversion, which we are now witnessing at its most
absurd.
However, there is light at the end of that proverbial tunnel because all it needs is some judges who have the moral and

intellectual courage to stop this nonsense, and perhaps a High
Court challenge to S18c is long overdue.
That a retired High Court judge offered to mediate, and this
offer was rejected, is therefore a lost opportunity to clarify this
infantile S18c.
As an aside, some label 18c as the Bolt Law, but I call it the
Toben Law because it was specifically designed by the legal
eagles of the Australian Jewish community to stifle open debate
on matters Holocaust, which offered legal protection to those
who were behind the move to introduce "Holocaust studies" into
the school curriculum. Students, who dare ask probing questions
about the topic are regularly referred to counselling sessions
because it is assumed that the questioning student suffers from
"depression".
We live in interesting times and where PC is stifling open debate
on so many contentious issues that dangerously tightens the PC
shroud around our necks! Just look at what Donald Trump is
doing in the USA - ripping open all issues - and individuals can
again breathe easy without the fear of having the PC brigade
breathing down their throats. [This comment didn’t get past the
censors – ed. AI.]
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/indigenous/trig
gsrejectscallinanoffertoroleinuniracecase/newsstory/6306b02c81
18e1841c4267d462efe23c

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Triggs, HRC accused of ‘shameful conduct’ in 18c students case

By Hedley Thomas National Chief Correspondent,
Brisbane, THE AUSTRALIAN, 12:00AM JUNE 28, 2016,
Human Rights Commission staff and president Gillian Triggs
were accused in a racial hatred case yesterday of “stooping” to a
regrettable low in a desperate attempt to “avoid scrutiny of their
shameful conduct” against university students.
In an escalating row between the students, indigenous staff
member Cindy Prior, who ejected them from their Queensland
University of Technology’s “culturally safe” computer lab because they were white, and the commission, the human rights
body is coming under unprecedented scrutiny.
Disclosures of the commission’s internal workings in dozens of
pages of documents, obtained under Freedom of Information
and showing the handling of Ms Prior’s Racial Discrimination Act
complaint against the students, were cited by Brisbane barrister
Tony Morris QC in a scathing legal attack launched yesterday.
Professor Triggs last week urged independent barrister Angus
Stewart SC to stop investigations into the complaints by
students Calum Thwaites, Jackson Powell and Alex Wood that
their human rights had been “flagrantly” breached by the commission.

Professor Gillian Triggs, president of the Australian
Human Rights Commission. Picture Kym Smith.
Professor Triggs in a 30-page legal rebuttal described the formal
complaints of the students, who allege that the human rights
body has botched the case, as “purely speculative”, “lacking in
substance” and “misconceived”.
The students are accused of racial hatred for writing Facebook
posts which caused offence to Ms Prior after she had turned
them away from the computer lab in the Oodgeroo Unit in May
2013. Ms Prior went on stress leave and is seeking more than
$250,000 damages after not working for almost all of the past
three years.

Mr Morris, in a damning reply yesterday, revealed that Mr
Thwaites had recently abandoned his study to become a
schoolteacher because he was concerned the taint on his
reputation from being accused of racial hatred under the
controversial section 18c would make him unemployable. The
lawyer described a “besetting irony” in Professor Triggs’s
reasons for seeking to terminate the students’ complaints that
their human rights were breached, given the commission had
permitted to advance to the Federal Circuit what he described as
the “hopeless” case of Ms Prior.
Mr Morris said it was wrong and unjust that an “utterly
unmeritorious complaint” by Ms Prior had attracted from the
Human Rights Commission “greater forbearance and leniency
than the grave and serious complaints by the (students)”. The
students were “not permitted to enjoy the same substantive
rights as those which the Human Rights Commission now insists
should be applied in its favour”.
He said the commission had “applied more time, effort and resources — all paid for by the taxpayer — in scrutinising and
criticising the present complaints (by the students), all in the
space of less than two months, than it applied to the Prior
complaint in the period of roughly 15 months”.
“The nature of the allegations made by Ms Prior, even if those allegations were ultimately to be dismissed, had the capacity to
inflict long-term and devastating injury to the reputations of
seven young tertiary students, and the very real potential to
jeopardise their future employment prospects,” Mr Morris said.
The three students still in the case have refused to pay Ms Prior
any of the money her lawyers were demanding, while four others who were named in her original litigation made private
settlements.
Mr Powell is being sued because after being told by Ms Prior to
leave the computer lab he posted on Facebook “I wonder where
the white supremacist computer lab is”. Mr Wood is being sued
because he wrote: “Just got kicked out of the unsigned indigenous computer room. QUT stopping segregation with
segregation.” Mr Thwaites has insisted since 2013 that he was a
victim of identity theft with a false Facebook account in his
name and the post: “ITT niggers.’’
Professor Triggs and the commission are now accused of fearing
“a risk of embarrassment” that they will be found to have
breached the students’ human rights.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/triggshrc-accused-of-shameful-conduct-in-18c-studentscase/news-story/54565410fa226b60b076ed25e8c62571
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